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FEEL ALIVE!
The landscape flies past and the wind rushes through the open windows as you speed along
the highway, the brilliant red of your vehicle’s hood gleaming before you and adding to the
excitement of the moment! Or perhaps it is a more internal rush, the one you feel as blood
courses through the veins to fill you with warmth and joy. Those are the types of moments
that help define the bold red of “Feel alive!”
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Presenting a colour that makes a distinctive statement, “Feel alive!” bursts forth with a sense
of exhilaration and inner energy. It is an exuberant expression of red and enters the world of
design with supreme confidence and the ability to stand out in the crowd.
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Suggesting the heat of the earth’s core, “Feel alive!” can be the center of a designed space as it
draws those near to its warmth and casual power. Whether a kitchen island or cabinetry, this
fiery red creates a focal point for gathering and hospitality. Express the bonds of humanity
by coordinating “Feel alive!” with the red influenced beige of “Touch!” and the rich brown of
“Hands on!” that together balance light and dark with bold and subtle colours.
It can also be a moment of surprise, when “Feel alive!” is used as an accent colour. It can
visually jump for joy in interior accents such as appliances, both large and small, home décor
elements, in textiles and accessories. As an accent wall or used inside cabinetry or storage
spaces it adds a shock of unexpected colour.
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A dynamic burst of red draws a gasp and solicits a smile. It creates a moment that connects
humanity with influences from nature and culture. It is the perfect hue now to “Feel alive!”.
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